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ABSTRACT 
Let A, B be two matrices of the same order. We write A >B (A > B) iff A - B is a 
positive (semi-) definite hermitian matrix. In this paper the well-known result 
if A >B >8, then B-‘>A-‘>0 
(cf. Bellman [l, p. 591) is extended to the generalized inverses of certain types of pairs 
of singular matrices A,B > 8, where 0 denotes the zero matrix of appropriate order. 
INTRODUCTION 
All matrices in this paper are defined over the complex number field. 
Clearly analogous results can be obtained assuming that the matrices are 
defined over the real number field. The symbol Z denotes the identity matrix, 
0 the zero matrix and e the vector where all the entries are equal to unity. 
The matrix A* is the conjugate transpose of A. We write A >B (A > B) iff 
A - B is a positive (semi-) definite hermitian matrix. By an (i, i, k)-inverse, 
Acisfik) for an arbitrary matrix A we understand a matrix X which satisfies 
the ii, the jth and the kth equation of the four Penrose [4] equations 
AXA-A, (I) 
XAx=x, (2) 
(AX)* = AX, (3) 
@A)* = XA. (4) 
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A + will denote the uniquely defined (1,2,3,4)-inverse of A, known as the 
Moore-Penrose inverse. 
For every matrix A, for every matrix V of full column rank and for every 
nonsingular matrix F we shall use the following facts: 
(A+)* = (A*)+, 
A , ++=A 
rankA r rankA(1*2), 









(vFv*)+ = (V+)*F-‘V+, provided VFv* is defined, 
A>0 iff A+>e, 
vAv* > e iff A > 8, provided VAv* is defined, 
if A > B > 8, then rangeB is contained in ranged. 
All these properties are easy consequences of the Penrose equations and the 
definition of semidefiniteness. For an extensive discussion on generalized 
inverses, we refer to the book of Ben-Israel and Greville [2]. 
It is well known that 
A>B>8 iff B-‘>A-‘>& 
As may be seen by the matrices A = I and B = e, A > B >e does not 
necessarily imply B + > A + >e. Therefore it is quite natural to ask: 
What are necessary and sufficient conditions on A,B in order that 
B+>A+)OwhenA>B>e? 
It readily follows from (12) and (7) that rankA = rankB is a necessary 
condition. Moreover, Theorem 1 shows that this simple rank condition is 
sufficient as well. Finally we consider the more general case: A > B > e and 
rank B < rankd. By a repetition of the above argument we can conclude that 
for every pair B k2) and A(1*2), B(lv2) >A(ls2) > e is impossible. But Theorem 2 
will tell us that then there are still (1)-inverses B(l) and A(‘) with B(l) > A(‘) > 
8. 
A lemma on simultaneous diagonalization of hermitian matrices will be 
useful in proving our preannounced results. 
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SIMULTANEOUS DIAGONALIZATION 
The following lemma is the straightforward complex hermitian version of 
Theorem 6 in Bellman [l, pp. 58-591. 
LEMMA 1. Let A,B be hermitian mX m matrices, A 28. Then a regular 
matrix T and a real diagonal matrix D can be found such that A= ?Tc, 
B= TDT*. 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B be hermitian m X m matrices, A > 0 and rankA = T 
<m. If the null-space of B contains the nullspace of A, then an m X r matrix 
V of rank T and a real diagonal r X I matrix D can be found such that 
A = W*, B = VDV*. (13) 
Proof. Let Y be a unitary (orthonormal) m X m matrix which reduces A 
to the diagonal form 
A, 0 
A= ‘.. , 4 >B (i=l,..., r). 
0 k, 
Let U be the m X r matrix consisting of the first r columns of the matrix Y, so 
that Y = ( U, W). Then U*AU= A, and U*BU is hermitian; according to 
Lemma 1 therefore 
U*AU = TP, U*BU = TDT* = C. 
Since AY=(AU,AW) and AW=8, one has AY=(AU,@)=(UA,e). Hence 
A = (UA,O)Y* = (UA,O)( $) = UAU* + B = (uT)(UT)*. 
As by supposition also BW = 0, it follows that BY = (BU, 0) = ( UC, e), B = 
(UC,e)Y*=UCU*=(UT)D(UT)*.ThusV=UT. a 
In view of (12) and (ll), the next corollary is now obvious. 
COROLLARY 1. A>B>eifandonlyifAandBcanbefactoreda.sin 
(13) where I a D > 8. 
We are now ready to prove the main results of this paper. 
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MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM. 1. Any two of the following three conditions imply the 
other one: 
(Bl) A >B 20, 
(B2) rankB = rankd, 
(B3) B+ >A+ >8. 
Proof. Assume (Bl), (B3). By (12), (Bl) implies rankB <rankA. Simi- 
larly, if (B3) holds, then rank A + < m&B + . Thus we obtain (B2), by (7). 
Next assume (Bl), (B2). According to Corollary 1, A and B can be 
factored as in (13) where I > D 20. Since (B2) holds, one has D >8. A simple 
application of (9) leads to A+=(V+)*V+, B+=(V+)*D-‘V+. Hence 
B+ -A+ = (V+)*(D-‘-Z)V+. 
(B3) now readily follows by means of (11) and the fact that Z > D >O implies 
D_‘>Z>8. 
The remaining part is proved similarly, by noting (6) and (7). n 
The following two results are special cases of Theorem 1. The first one is 
a slight generalization of a result presented for example by Bellman [l, p. 591 
as an exercise; the second one was pointed out by Gaffke and Krafft [3].’ 
COROLLARY 2. LetA>B>fI. ThenA-B>8 (>O) is equivalent with 
B-‘-A-‘>@ (>O). 
COROLLARY 3. Let A, B be n x n-matrices with rankA = rank B = n - 1 
and let Ae=Be=O. Then A>B >t3 is equivalent with B+ >A+ 20. 
However, Theorem 1 shows that the last result, in fact, does not depend 
on the nullspaces of A and B. 
We conclude this paper by considering the case 
A Z B > B and rankB < rankd. 
As we have shown in the beginning, no (1,2)-inverses can be found such that 
‘Their result appeared somewhat restrictive, and this led to the approach presented here. It 
might be mentioned that their paper [3] contains an application of Corollary 3 in the theq of 
optimum designs. 
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B(‘s2) )A( ‘s2) k 8. But we get 
THEOREM 2. If A > B > 8 and rankB < rankA, then there still exist 
(1)-inverses, B(l) and A(‘), such that 
B(l) > A(‘) > 8. 
Proof. A and B can again be factored as in (13) where I > D > 0. Denote 
the diagonal elements of D by rj, and define the diagonal matrix F= 
diag(h,, . . . ,A,), where r = rankA, by 
Let C=(V+)*FV+ and E=(V”)*V+. We show that C and D have the 
desired properties. First it is clear that I > D > 8 immediately implies F > I > 
8. Thus, we obtain C > E > 8, by (11). Furthermore, we have DFD = D, by 
construction. By (4), (5) and (8), it now follows that 
BCB= V_DV*(V+)*FV+VDV*= VDFDV*= VDV*==B. 
Similarly, we get AEA = A. This completes the proof. n 
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